
Innovate’s B2B Managed Services enables your business to business transactions to process accurately and securely. 
Improve your productivity, grow your business faster and reduce your operational costs by allowing Innovate to manage 
your critical supply chain documents. Innovate will ensure the translation and safe delivery of your information while 
supporting your business partners’ communications and data structures requirements. Innovate’s B2B Managed Services 
translates to and from all applications including but not limited to Oracle, SAP, and Microsoft Dynamics AX.

• Translates all formats (ASC X12, XML, flat file, etc.)
• Manages the entire supply chain transactions
• Delivers files efficiently, promptly and securely
• Real time data redundancy
• Customer Portal for real time visibility to your transactions (live link to CP page)
• Integrates to all ERP systems (SAP, Oracle, Microsoft AX, etc.)
• Lowers operational costs
• Streamlines information flow
• Utilizes exception only audit and control system
• Provides 24/7 response team for optimal customer service

Outsource your supply chain management to Innovate E-Commerce. Our B2B Managed Services will manage your 
processes, business partners, and all your day-to-day business needs. Innovate can provide customized procedures 
when needed to meet your business partners’ requirements. Exception-only audits and controls are built to support your 
business needs. We understand that all businesses function differently and we tailor our procedures to fit your and  
your business partners’ requirements.

We manage your supply chain as a critical business system, because it is crucial to your company’s success and to your 
relationships with your business partners. Innovate E-Commerce will integrate your business to business transactions  
and ensure that your documents are accurately and securely processed for prompt and efficient delivery.

We support all of your company’s applications, standards, platforms, protocols and new technologies. Our systems are 
backed up in real time so you never have to worry about losing important data.

Innovate’s B2B Managed Services integrates with all ERP systems (SAP, Oracle, Microsoft AX, etc.). Innovate also offers 
web based applications that are designed exclusively for our customers. In addition, Innovate E-Commerce’s Customer 
Portal (live link to CP page) gives you access to your information any time.

Innovate E-Commerce is comprised of a dedicated team of customer-focused, responsive professionals who specialize 
in translation services (EDI, XML,) and supply chain management. With over twenty years of experience, Innovate 
E-Commerce ensures that your transactions are accurately and securely translated and processed.

Innovate’s B2B Managed Services

"How do I
manage my

supply chain?"


